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To all whom it may concern:
* Be it known that I, WILLIAM. C. STEPHEN
soN, a citizen of the United States, and resi
dent
of Woburn, in the county of Middlesex
s and State of Massachusetts, have invented
. . new and useful Improvements in Transpos

tracker bar endwise with relation to the
rallsic roll and winding roll, as will be un
derstood,
the music will be transposed from
One key to another.
In transposing mechanisms as heretofore

constructed, and wherein an endwise shift

60

ing Mechanism for Pneumatic Players, of able tracker bar was used, no provision has
been made so far as I am aware for posi
tively and automatically arresting and hold

a which the following is a specification.
This invention relates to transposing
C smechanism for pneumatic players of the

ing the tracker bar in correct relation to the

- kind in which the tracker bar is shifted end perforated music sheet when shifted to its

I wise with relation to the perforated music
sheet, thereby varying the key in which the
music will be played, upward or downward
5 according to the direction and extent of the
adjustment of the trackelbar.
..
3. The invention has to do principally with
the operating mechanism for such transpos
ing
devices, and its chief object is to pro
20 vide convenient operating mechanism for

this purpose which will positively and auto

Seye'al adjusted positions, but the proper
adjustment of the bar has depended on the
cale and skill of the operator, and even if
carefully and accurately adjusted there has

matically insure the accurate positioning of
the tracker bar relatively to the perforated
music sheet without requiring any attention
25 on the part of the operator to its nice ad journaled at its proper end in a bracket f
justment.
fastened
to the inner wall of the casing,
A further object of the invention is to . and
at its lower end on the cross member a
provide a music sheet guide, independent of 9f the casing. Secured to the top of shaft e
the
tracker bar, for effecting the correct is a pinion / which meshes with a rack h.
30 registration of the traveling music sheet On the rear side of the tracker bar IB. At
with the air ports of the tracker bar, in all the lower end of shaft e is fastened a spring

positions into which the latter may be arm or lever i, provided at its end with an
shifted for the purpose of transposing the operating knol) or handle i, by which the
music.
shaft e may be turned and the tracker bar B
35. In the accompanying drawings which shifted endwise by said 'ack and pinion.
illustrate one embodiment of the inven On the under side of the arm i at its free
tion-Figure 1 is a front elevation of a end is a stud or detent l', and immediately
spool box, and certain parts of the spool box underneath sail stud and its path, is a seg
mechanism containing my invention; Figs.
mental plate l secured to the cross member a
of the casing, and provided with a series of
notches or stops in, which coöperate with
the stud fl: to arrest and hold the arm i.
and consect lently the tracker bar, in its sev
ei'a predetermined positions of adjustment.
The arm i is resilient and normally tends
to press the stud downward u ()n the seg
linent land into the notches m, as it is moved
over the segment. The hotches or stops in
are so spaced that they will arrest and hold
the tracker bar 13 in its several positions, so
that the air ports in the tracker bar will be
in correct a linement with the perforations
of the niusic sheet. No careful adjustinent
by the operator is required to secure such
therefor in the casing. By shifting the correct alinement, but as the arm i is noved

2, 3, 4 and 5 are sectional views through
lines 2-2, 3-3, 4-4 and 5-5 respectively
in Fig. 1.
Referring to the drawings, A represents
the casing or support for the operating
45 parts of the music sheet; B represents the
tracker bar; and C represents the winding
roll or drawing roll by which the music
sheet is drawn across the tracker bar from
its spool (not shown) above the tracker
50 bar. Instead of being stationary the tracker
lbar IB is made adjustable end wise in the
:asing by means of supporting rods b, d.
extending from each end of the tracker bar
and sliding in apertures or ways provided
40

55

70

been nothing to prevent it from accidentally
moving out of adjustment. To overcome
this defect I have devised operating means.
for the tracker bar which will automatically
and accurately arrest and hold the tracker 75
bar in any of its selected positions. Such
operating mechanism, as herein shown, con
sists in the parts which I will now describe.
A vertically arranged rock shaft e is
80
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over the segmental plate the stud k will
Snap into the selected notch m, and the
tracker bar will thereby be automatically
and with certainty brought to its correct re
lation
with the music sheet, and there se
curely held against dislodgment until the
operator again shifts the arm i to transpose
the music to another key.
:
Music sheet guides for correcting any
deviation of the traveling sheet from its true
path with relation to the tracker bar, are
usually carried by the tracker bar itself.
This is not practicable where the tracker bar
is movable endwise relatively to the music
roll, and in order to retain the advantages
of employing music sheet guides in con
junction with the movable tracker bar, I
have devised a music sheet guide bar, inde
pendent of the adjustable tracker bar but in
close proximity thereto, and in fixed relation
to the music and winding rolls. Said guide
bar, shown at D, is mounted in the casing
A, immediately above the tracker bar B and
has its Working face over which the sheet
travels in the path of the sheet passing from
the music roll to the tracker bar. Near the
ends of the guide bar D, are two pneumatic
guide ports d, d, Spaced apart between cen
ters a distance such that the two ports will
be normally open under all conditions of
the music sheet of standard width. Con
nected with these guide ports d, d, by pneu
matic ducts and tubes are pneumatically
operated mechanisms for adjusting the lat
eral position of the music roll in response to
any lateral deviation of the sheet passing

over the guide and tracker bars, it being un
derstood that the operation of such pneu
matic adjusting mechanism is controlled by

the admission of air through ports d, d 40

which is governed by the margins of the
traveling music sheet. Such adjusting
mechanism forms no part of the present in
vention, and need not therefore be herein
described. It may be of any usual or de 45
sired form, that shown in United States
Patent No. 1,025,184 dated May 7, 1912, to
which reference may be made, being the
preferred form. As the music sheet passes
over the guide bar D and tracker bar B, it 50
will be caused to track correctly by the guide
ports d, d and their associated mechanism,
no matter into what position the tracker
bar B may have been shifted for the purpose
55
of transposing the music.
I claim:
In a transposing device for pneumatic
players, the combination with a spool box
and an endwise shiftable tracker bar mount
ed therein, of a rotatable shaft journaled in 60
one side of the spool box, an operative con
nection between the shaft and said tracker
bar, and combined operating and locking
means for the shaft, said means comprising
a spring arm fixed to the lower end of the 65
shaft and by means of which the shaft is
adapted to be rotated and a segment secured
in the bottom of the spool box beneath the
spring operating arm and having notches
therein normally receiving the spring arm to
hold the same in any one of several predeter
mined positions of adjustment,
Signed by me at Bostony Massachusetts,

this 19th day of August, 1913.

WLIAM C. STEPHENSON.
Witnesses:

RoBERT CUSHMAN,

Jose.PHINE H. RYAN.

